Call for Chapters for an Edited volume on
Refugees in East Asia: Japan and Taiwan in comparison

Chapter abstracts are invited for an edited volume on refugees in East Asia: Japan and Taiwan in comparison, to be published with Palgrave Macmillan.

We welcome contributions on the following topics (and beyond):

- Refugee/asylum seeker policies and institutional mechanisms in Japan and/or Taiwan
- Refugee/asylum seeker experiences in Japan and/or Taiwan
- Refugee/asylum seeker self-representation in Japan and/or Taiwan
- Media representation of refugee/asylum seeker issues in Japan and/or Taiwan
- Integration of refugees/asylum seekers in Japan and/or Taiwan
- Past, present, or future issues related to refugee/asylum seeker protection in Japan and/or Taiwan.

Submission guidelines:

- **Abstract submission**: 15 September 2022
  - Send an abstract of maximum 350 words, with a title and 2-3 keywords, to Dr Lara Momesso L.Momesso@uclan.ac.uk and Dr Polina Ivanova 21v00202@gst.ritsumei.ac.jp
  - Acceptance notice: 15 October 2022

- **Full paper submission** deadline: 30 May 2023
  - Full paper should be around 8,000 words in length (excluding references).
  - Work that has already been published or submitted for review will not be considered.